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Palladio Group S.p.A. & BMN International S.A. 
 

Introducing 
 

 PALLADIO BNM– Obninsk 
Global Packaging Solutions 

Production Facility 
 
Obninsk, Russia (23rd May, 2017) 

Palladio Group, a leading international Secondary and Primary Packaging Supplier and Service Provider for 

the Healthcare and Cosmetic Industries with proprietary plants located in Italy, Ireland, Serbia  

and 

BNM International carrying this personal financial investment of Miodrag Babic, (previously (STADA) 

Hemofarm Group CEO) an international generic pharmaceuticals business leader with extensive experience in 

Russia, 

introduce to the Russian market - Palladio BNM - Obninsk based factory, a greenfield investment designed and 

implemented upon a Joint venture agreement signed in 2014 between Palladio Group and BNM International. 

Mauro Marchi, Palladio Group’s Chief Executive Officer said: “This joint venture is a continuation of a 

disciplined partnership started in Serbia in 2001, whereby we have sought to capitalize on targeted market 

opportunities, supported by Mr Babic.” 

Miodrag Babic, BNM Int.’s founder added: “Palladio’s unique set of client services provided by this high-tech 

driven family enterprise best complements my family’s devotion to Russia. I am proud to have brought my 

partner to strategically co-invest into this promising and rewarding market. 

Kaluga region was the obvious choice for Palladio BNM following the previous excellent support which Mr 

Babic and his colleagues were experiencing since the early establishment of Hemofarm own Russian 

pharmaceutical production facility, in Obninsk, back in 2006. Mr. Babic recalls that the open invitation to invest 

came personally from Mr. Yevgeny Primakov. The investment then became further tremendous support of Mr. 

Anatoly Artamonov and his team. Such excellent experience with Kaluga government was further shared by 

numerous international pharmaceutical companies when settling in Russia; another reason to pick Obninsk 

again to provide lean supply, foremost to the intensively growing regional pharmaceutical cluster.   

Palladio BNM is designed with scaleability in mind, easily expandable in capacity, envisaging up to 12,500 m2 

of surface and around 200 employees. To date, over EUR 10M have already been invested in the project. The 

expected total investment volume will reach EUR 17M. 

The plant of Palladio BNM will produce high quality folding cartons, leaflets and at a later stage printed 

aluminum foil. It will offer the full range of secondary and primary packaging components and services 

primarily oriented to the pharmaceutical industry and in accordance to the relevant GMP and standards.  

http://www.palladiogroup.com/
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In preparation of the Russian Serialization program for the pharmaceutical manufactures, Palladio BNM shall 

implement its rich experience in this field by operating a permanent Serialization Workshop as well as a 

Demonstration Center with serialization equipment.  

Succeeding generation of shareholders, Antonio Marchi and Vladimir Babic, have been responsible for project 

implementation and its further advancement.  

The ambitious Palladio BNM team, headed by Milomir Mijatovic (previously managing director of STADA CIS 

(Hemofarm) factory in Obninsk) shall, past the initial investment phase, further prove its excellence in the client 

service. Further developments and innovations in production are naturally predesigned to fully meet the long-

term requirements of the rightfully so, highly-demanding Russian market. After all, Palladio international 

network is aimed for nothing short of excellence, with a continuous effort to innovation and the total 

sustainability of all our processes.  

The Grand Opening Ceremony of Palladio BNM is scheduled for the 8th of June 2017 in Obninsk with the 

presence of national and international authorities, professional associations, businessmen and media. 

www.palladiobnm.ru 

www.palladiogroup.com 
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